ACROSS
1 Just out of the medals – last of course, say the papers (6,6)
10 Empty threat in a long sort of case (7)
11 Dull person elected – one welcomed by heavy drinker (7)
12 Problem urgently detaining primate (5)
13 Working at it, Miro must be an impressionist (8)
15 Prodigy finding women less than generous (10)
16 Check out oxygen bar (4)
18 Poor journalist getting chop (4)
20 A fresh preparation of retinol for each person entering uninvited (10)
22 Part of chain found on such a bike (8)
24 The lad is heard stirring at dawn! (5)
26 Swelling increases itchiness (7)
27 A sweet spread for tea, say, with mixed cereal (7)
28 There’s one on the brink of a fight (8,4)

DOWN
2 Settle in over-the-top sultanate (7)
3 Instrument used by logger? (8)
4 Works on garden dwellings with no end of charm (4)
5 This creature unfortunately turned up on remand in a panic (10)
6 Confess and grant access (5)
7 Palestine ordered to release an apostle’s letter (7)
8 Style of comedian facing the drop? (7,6)
9 Professional person who may develop a routine (13)
14 Such people in the main may be workshy types, taking Independent (4-6)
17 Shines, being first in the valleys (8)
19 A boxer’s craft? (7)
21 Slate expert with a cure for everything (7)
23 Shot across centre of Irish city (5)
25 Incomplete analysis for boss (4)

Solution 15,786
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